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The Protagonist: an Aggressive European CLEC
Its business comprises the provision of analog and digital cable television, fixed and mobile
telephone services, primarily to residential customers. In addition, they offer services to
business customers all across their region.

The Service
The CLEC markets a SIP trunking service using OneAccess’ ONeSBC technology to connect its customers
IP PBX systems to their network.

The service is still in its ramp-up phase and is not fully released however the solution has been sold to
400 customers, with a current run-rate of 60 installations / month which is a good result for this CLEC
in a relatively small country..

Business Driver #1: Service bundling
The CLEC ISDN service is targeted at the cost-sensitive SMB sector with a typical requirement of 4 to 16
communication channels. Priced competitively it promises 25% cost savings for the customer compared
to the incumbent regional market leader. The customer charges a monthly rate of 20 € / month / BRI,
plus communications charged on a per minute basis.
Today the service is delivered with a OneAccess gateway behind another DSL router or cable modem.
The SIP trunking service is marketed at a lower basic monthly rate, which means reduced revenues and
lower margins. For this reason the CLEC SIP trunking service is only available through bundles with a
minimum 36 months contract period.

Service Customer Options
1. The customer buys a SIP trunking service bundled with extra voice packages.
a. 1500 minutes / phone number = 6 €/ month
b. A flat fee for mobile minutes or international calls
(e.g. 21 € / number / month)
2. The customer buys SIP trunking along with data services
The business case is based on the following assumption:
One-off Costs:
• Installation: 70 €
• Network activation: 150
• ONeSBC CPE, cable mode, core network (licenses) + engineering amortization : 1,000 €
Recurring costs: the recurring cost of delivering the service is 60% of flat rate.
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Revenues:
• 10 € / month per SIP account for monthly subscription
• Bundled minutes: either 6 € / month per SIP account (flat rate national) or 21 € / month / account
(flat rate mobile)
The break-even period is the following:
4 SIP Accounts

8 SIP Accounts

16 SIP Accounts

Bundle with 6€ / number / month
(flat rate for national calls)

21 months

10 months

5 months

Bundle with 21€ / number / month
(flat rate for mobile)

10 months

5 months

5 months

NB: Since the largest market sector is for sites with few SIP accounts, these figures show why the CLEC
mandate that customers sign up to a 36 month minimum contract period with either a 6 € or 21 € bundle.

Business Driver #2: Partner Demand
Although the CLEC sells its ISDN over IP services directly via a dedicated sales team the majority of its SIP
trunking business comes via a network of PBX resellers. The CLEC has worked closely with its partners to
meet the growing demand for a SIP trunking offer that they can bundle with new PBX sales to provide
a competitive advantage in the market.
• The SIP trunking service is less expensive than ISDN
• The PBX does not need an ISDN trunk card.
By partnering with an operator such as this CLEC, PBX resellers have been able to quickly roll out the
service ahead of the market incumbent, who were planning to launch their own ONeSBC based service.

Key Success Factors - What Matters
Critical Success Factors

Principal Concerns

Support for most leading PBX brands

Minimal set-up / configuration time

Rapid Service Rollout

Minimal revenue delay
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Scalability for more
customers and larger
target market
3
Competitive advantage

Principal Concerns

OneAccess ONeSBC
delivers

Customers already using OA routers

Minimal upfront investment in new
equipment or adaptations of existing CPE
Support staff already trained and
experienced with OneOS

3
Potential for increased
ARPU in the future

ONeSBC network interface same as SIP
gateway

No interoperability issues

Other nice to have
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OneAccess ONeSBC
delivers
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High customer satisfaction

Typical Concerns at Service Launch and Solutions Provided
#1: Dealing with a variety of PBX brands
The CLEC wanted to add several new PBX brands in its list of supported systems. They were able to complete
this process with no support calls to the OneAccess Customer Support Organization (CSO).
In cases where a customer has a PBX that is not on the approved list, the CLEC provides some minimal support
to help the partner set up the service. If the partner can get the PBX to work, a formal interoperability
process is than required. The CLEC has built its own test plan for the PBX partner to carry out, which they
then verify to confirm that the tests have been properly executed. After review of the test plan result, that
PBX is taken to the approved list. This lightweight process has proven itself very effective.

#2: Easy implementation
The CLEC has been able to complete the service implementation using the same ONeSBC configuration
whatever the PBX system or with some minor adaptions in just a few cases. This is possible because the
CLEC has chosen a simple SIP profile for the SIP trunk facing the IP-PBX, with which most SIP-PBX can comply. OneAccess ONeSBC transforms this simple SIP profile into the more advanced SIP trunk profile on the
network side. As the SIP profiles are managed independently on each SIP trunks, it has been possible to
keep a generic OneAccess ONeSBC configuration in most cases.
This makes the provisioning much easier compared with competing products such as Cisco CUBE, which
requires sophisticated SIP header manipulations.
The CLEC has not asked OneAccess for its list of interoperable PBXs, preferring to control this process themselves. What mattered most was the ONeSBC architecture, giving the CLEC the ability to warranty consistent SIP trunk behavior on the WAN and quickly create an approved list of interoperable IP-PBX systems.

Conclusion
1 - Dealing with a variety of PBX brands
An alternative could be to deploy without an ONeSBC and certify selected PBXs against the telco SIP trunk.
This process requires time and man-power. Deploying ONeSBC brings an ideal solution for staff-starved
companies that cannot afford the luxury of certifying all existing PBXs with no guarantee the service will
be viable.
The field-experience with ONeSBC has provided the CLEC with sufficient evidence to show that it satisfies
all their immediate requirements.

2 - SBC Nano brings additional revenue opportunities
The CLEC SIP Trunking Service has now been active for 4 months and is currently delivering at a promising
rate of 60 installations per month.
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